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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Order Instituting Investigation on the 
Commission's own motion to develop policies 
and procedures for addressing the potential 
health e((ects of electric and magnetic fields Qf 
utility facililies. 

1.91-01-012 
(Petition for Modification 

Filed May 12, 1997) 

OPINION ON MODIFICATION 
OF DECISION 93·11-013 

Background 

The California Department of Health Services (DHS) filed a petition to modify 

(petition) Decision (D.) 93-11-013 on May 12, 1997, pursuant to Rule 47 of the 

Commission's Rules of Prartice and Procedure. The petition appeared on the 

Commission's D<lHy Calendar of May 14" 1997. DBS, the designated program manager 

for the Electric and Magnetic Fields (EMF) coordinated education and research 

program l authorized by D.93-11·013 (52 CPUC2d 1 (1993», seeks an extension of time 

until December 31, 2000 to complete the EMF prognln\ (progr<lm) with no additional 

funding, access to the interest earned on the program funds, and an expansion of EMF 

nonexperimental (formalized) research activities. 

A response to the petition was filed by San Diego Gas & Electric Company 

(SDC&H) on JllOe 9, 1997. SDG&E docs not oppose DBS's requ('St for access to the 

interest earned on the progr.lm funds or to an expansion of formalized research 

activities. However, it docs oppose DBS's request to extend the progr.1m until 

Dffember 31, 2000. 

t The research program is comprised of separate nonexperimental research and administrative 
activities. 
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A reply to SDG&E's response was filed by DBS on July 8, 1997. DBS b('licves 

that its time extension request is modest and proportionate to the additional work being 

performed. Contrary to SDG&E's assertion that it is seeking a three-year extension, 

DHS contends that it is seeking only a ten-month extension. 

Subsequently, onJuly 22,1997, SDG&E amended its response to DBS's petition. 

By its amendment, SDG&E oUered new infotmation to support its position that an 

extension of time is not needed to bring the program to a responsible dose. This new 

evidence consists of a copy of a Jul}' 3, 1997 New England Journal of Medicine editorial , 
titled "Power Lines, Ca'ncer, and Fear." 

Formalized Research Activities 

Subsequent to the release of its requests for proposal to conduct research 

activities, the DHS and Stakeholder Advisory Committee (SAC)/ a public involvement 

committee established by the DHS as directed by the Commission to have official 

involvement in the program, began to reconsider the final products of the program. 

The intended end-product of the program included a research report prepared by each 

subcontractor, and a final report prepared by the research program manager 

summarizing the entire research program. 

The SAC concluded that ,\'ritten reports would not be sufficient because they 

were intended to be technical in nature. There were no plans to functionally integr,'te 

the research products, to disseminate them in the community, or to express an official 

pronouncement on the hazard or safety of EMF exposure. The SAC believes that a well

reasoned statement of the results of all of the EMF research, which carries the full 

weight of a formal DBS determina.tion, should be pr~pared at the end of the program, 

2 Reprcsentatives from inv('stor-ownoo and municipal utilities, the Elcdric Power Research 
Institutc, cOn{crnoo citizens and environmental organizations, Commission's Office of 
Ratepayer Advocates, pwfessional and community organizations, utilitics' employees and 
elected officials of dties owning utilities. 
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instead of the intended scientific opinion of a contractor or program staff. The DHS also 

intends to develop a final data release policy and provide opportunities for potential 

llsers of the research and policy analyses to familiarize themsel\'es with the resulHng 

technical documents. 

DHS explains that its final report activities will be carried out by contracted EMF 

COle staff with the assistance of consultants and peer reviewers. This is because risk 

evaluation requires a critical review and evaluation of all internal and external risk 

research On EMF, including an updated analysis of the epidemiological data. Howcver, 

the program staff will be primarily responsible for the work so that it represents the 

formal opinion of the DHS, and not the conclusions of an individual contractor. The 

same is true of the policy integration, which some decision makers may choose to 

regard as a basis for policy making. DHS requests that its modified final ,,,'ork activities 

be claSsified as formalized research, and therefore not included in the definition 01 

administrative activities. 

The program is precluded from using formalized research funds for 

administrative activities, and from using administrative funds for fOlmalized research 

activities. Formalized research activities include the consideration of policy options, 

clarification of epodemiology studies, analyses of human exposure, and mitigation of 

engineering research activities. Administr.ltive activities include personnel, operation, 

science advisor support, peer review, quality assurance and quality control panel, 

indirect overheard, and state reimbursement for out-of-state tr,we1. 

Approval of DBS's request to expand its formalized research activities should 

not be necessary because the progr.llll manager has broad discretion to utilize the Cunds 

authorized for a specific category (educ.ltional, formalized rcscclfch, and 

administrative), to the extent that such funds remain in the spccific c.ltegory. The 

program manager is also authorized to discontinue or expand formalized research 

which addresses EMF related to electric utility facilities and power Jines to the extent 

that sufficient funds exist. Ilowever, the additional activities which DHS intends to 

complete may be construed to be a combination 01 formalized research and 
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administrative activities, resulting in the unauthorizcd commingling of formalized 

research and administrative funds. 

To alleviate any perception that the additional work may result in the 

commingling of formalized research and administrative funds, consistent with our 

intent to not micromanage how the program should be condutted~ and cognizant that 

there is no opposition to the classification ofOHS's additional work activities as a 

component of formalized rescarch~ DHS's request to classify the additional work 

identj(ied in this order as formalized research should be approved. 

Funding 

DHS does not envision that suppleme)\tal funding will be needed to accomplish 

the expanded work activity. Initially, it proposed funding the expanded "wrk activity 

(rom formalized research reservc funds on an as-needed basis, with unused funds being 

returned to the contributing utilities on a pro-rata basis at completion of the program. 

Howe\'er, given the substantial amount of interest earned on the program funds,' DHS 

finds 1\0 need to tap the program reserve funds. 8e<'ause the order authorizing the 

program does not discuss the use of interest, DHS seeks authority to U~ the interest 

earned to complete its formalized resean::h integration and dissemination stage. 

Interest earned from the program was not expected to be a material amount. 

Although not addressed in the EMF order, it was expected that the utilities' quarterly 

assessment over a four-year time period would be based on a program budget. 

Ilowever, as shown in Exhibit 5 to the petition,. this did not occur. The progr.lJl\ 

received $3.6 million in assessments during 1994 to 1996 while it spent only $0.8 million 

during the same period, leaving $2.9 million in unused funds to earn interest. The 

l The accrued inlC'Cest on program funds to date is approximately $227.000. This amount is 
expected to incrc.'se to $308,225 by the time the project is completed, based on a 4% inlC'Ccst 
r.ltc. 

• A projected cash no\,.' of commingled educational, research, and administrative project lund 
r«dpts, earned interest, and expenditures. 
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exhibit also shows that the program is projected to receive all assessments over four 

years while payments arc projected to be made over seven years. 

Irrespectivc of how much interest is earned. on program funds, it is reasonable to 

expect that the usc of earned interest would (ollow the program requirement that funds 

not be commingled. That is, interest earned on funds earmarked for formalized 

research should be used for research acli\'itie~, and interest earned on funds earmarked 

for administrative purposes should be used for administrative activities. 

However, there is no opposition to DBS's request tocorllmingle interest earned 

on unused educational or administrative funds with the interest earned on formalized 

research funds, and the request does not require the utilities to contribute additional 

funds. Consistent with our mandate in the EMF order for the program. manager to 

work within a fixed budget and our desire not to micromanage the program, DHS 

should be authorized to commingle interest earned on unused educational, 

administrative and formalized research funds for its expanded formalized research 

activities. 

Time Extension 

The EMF order authorizes a maximum (our-year program consisting of separate 

but coordinated educational, formalized research, and administration aclivities. nle 

program manager's position was extended one year beyond the four-year ptogram so 

that relevant research results may be brought to a dose. 

Now, DHS seeks a tel\~month extension so that it may complete the program by 

OC(cmbcr 31, 2000. This time extension is sought becausc DHS is unable to initiate a 

final written report or provide opportunities for potential users to familiarize 

themselves with the final report until the main research phase is concluded on 

February 28, 1999. DBS needs the additional lime to evaluate, integrate, disserninate 

the research results, and prepare a final report for the Commission. 

SDG&E objC(ts to DHS's time extension request becausc DHS did not explain or 

justify its delay in starting the program upon the Conlmission's approval in 1993. 
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However, SDG&E docs not object to a one-year extension of the program to 

December 31, 1998. 

DBS docs not concur with SDG&E's belief that the effective date of D.93-11-013 

is the operative starting date of the program. DBS needed time to establish a fiscal 

infrastructure before ad\'ertising for staff positions and establishing a comprehensive 

group of stakeholders. DHS considers the time between the hiring of a fiscal manager 

on March 1, 1994 and the hiring of the Rescarch Director on February I, 1995, the Jast 

hired employcc, to be start-up time not included as a component of the four-year 

research program time line. Because all formalized (esearch projects will be completed 

by the first quarter of 1999, four years subsequent to the hiring of a Research Director, 

DHS concludes that it has satisfied the four-year program requirement. Even though 

the program manager's position is authorized to exist One year beyond the educational, 

formalized research and administrative activitics, DHS seeks an additional tcn months 

to bring the program to a dose. 

SDG&E believes that OBS can save several months by requesting progress 

reports and findings from its contractors so that OHS can begin its final report instead 

of waiting for the main phase of formalized research to be completed. ll1is proposal is 

based on SOC&E's understanding of a similar process followed by scientists \\'ho 

complete risk assessments and prepare reports under the United States Congressional 

mandate for the National EMF-RAPID program. Under such a process, scientific 

management incorporates developing information into preliminary frameworks 

suitable for the preparation of risk assessments and regulatory alternatives and 

prOVides (or revisions upon the availability o( new or linal information. 

SDG&E beJieves that DBS can save additional months by replacing OIIS's 

I{equcsts for Proposal proc('ss to develop nonstandard risk-assessment guidelincs with 

generally accepted health risk assessnlent methodology in assessing the possible risk 

associated with EMF exposure. 

DBS disagrees with SDG&E's tili1.e-saving proposals. DBS already intcnds to 

begin working on the report framework prior to receipt of all the results, and its risk 

assessment guidelines are intended to obtain comments on whether there is any reason 
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to deviate from or to supplement its risk assessment project. However, compJetion of 

its report requires the assessment of uncompleted research results from other research 

programs, such as the Nation<11 EMF·RAPID program, and (rom its own prospective 

study of miscarriage. The report process also involves formal reviews and revisions 

which may take several months (rom the date the program staff submits conclusions, 

and includes workshops to present policy analyses to a cross-section of typical citizens 

(or input to evaluate and implement the program's products. 
" 

The time issue is not neW. As argued by SDG&B, We previously rejected DHS's 

request to fund the program manager position two years beyond the conclusion of 

formalized research. At that time, DBS was willing to take on the program manager 

responsibility only if there Was funding of a six·year program manager position. 

Although we concluded that the funding of a program manager position two years 

beyond completion of program activities was excessive and not in the ratepayers' dear 

interest, we recognized that there is a need (or a limited amount of additional time to 

bring the program to a dose. Hence, we authorized the funding of a five-year program 

manager position. 

J( we accept DHS's contention that the hiring of personnel is a start-up cost, not a 

part of the program, then, for consistency, we must also conclude that winding-down 

costs ar~ not a part of the program. In addition, such costs cannot be reimbursed 

because funding has not bcc)) provided for either start·up or winding-down costs 

incurred outside of the maximum four·year program. However, the hiring of 

employees is an atJowable personnel component of the administralive activities which 

should have been coordinated with the educational and formalized research activities of 

the maximum (our·)'ear program. 

\Ve established the coordinated education, formalized research and 

administrative activities to exist for a maximum of four years, pursuant to Ordering 

Paragraph 15 of D.93·11-013. The period for this program should have begun on 

December 2, 1993, the effective date of our order authorizing the program. 

Even if the expansion of forrnalized research activities is abandoned, DHS cannol 

conclude the program by December 1998 simply because the research projects are not 
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scheduled to be completed until February 1999. Hence, an extension of time to 

complete the program is necessary. 

Although DHS represents that the formalized research activities ""'ill be 

completed by February 1999, there is no assurance that nonprogram research results, 

such as from the National EMF-RAPID program, being relied on by DBS for assessment 

and inclusion in its final prvgram report will be completed and available absent a 

subsequent extension of time. The program manager should exercise discretion to 

assure timely completion of the final program report. 

Given that the research activities are being extended to March 1, 1999 

consideration should also be given to extending the date that the final report is due 

from the program manager. Prior to receipt of the petition, program closure and final 

report was the program manager's responsibility. Hence, the program manager's 

position was extended an additional year beyond the maximum four-year program. 

Now, the program manager wiU use the assistance of core staff, consultants and peer 

reviewers to evaluate, integrate, and disseminate research resulls to bring the program 

to a dose and to prepare a final report. However, with additional help DHS seeks an 

additional tcn months, totaling twenty-two months, to prepare and issue a final report 

which was to be completed by one person. 

This is a program scheduled to end by December 1998 with the issuance of a final 

rcport on short-term formalized research activitics to have bffn completed by 

Dc<'cmber 1997, now extended to March I, 1999. Approval of the additional tcn months 

will cxtend this short-term program to December 2000, approximatcly scvcn years 

subsequcnt to approval. lVe arc not convinced that an additional tcn months is J\ffded 

to prcpare a final rcport (now with the assistance of core staff, consultants and peer 

reviewers) or in the ratcpayers' best intercst. Thc additional tcn·month requcst should 

not be appro\'cd. A final report on the program should be issucd by March 1,2000. 

Howc\'cr, the program manager should be able to utilize unapplied funds from 

(orn1alized research, administriltivc, and intcrcst activitics to rctain additional staff to 

assist in the preparation of a final report. 
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Although we chose to not micromanage this program and gave the program 

manager broad discretion in managing this program, we are concerned as to whether 

some controls should now be required. This concern r('suUs (rom the collection of 

program funds weU before such funds are needed, the substantial amount of earned 

interest" the need to commingle interest earned ftom unused educational and 

administrative funds, expected payment of a -maximum four-year program over seven 

years, and payment of start-up activities excluded from the four-year program time 

line. 

To alleviate our COl\tern, We will request the Commission's Energy DivisiOn to 

conduct a check on the of the financial prograr ... administrator activities to determine 

whether operating in accordance \, .. ith the parameters set forth in our orders and 

whether it is appropriate to implement ('ollection and paynlent activities at this time. 

Upon a positive determination, the Energy Division should prepare a Resolution for the 

consideration of establishing appropriate procedures. Upon a negative finding, the 

Energy Division need not undertake any further action. 

Findings of Fact 

1. DHS Iiled a petition to modify 0.93-11-013 on May 12, 1997 (or authority to 

extend the program until December 31,2000 with no additional funding, access to the 

interest earned on the program funds, and an expansion of EMF formalized research 

activities. 

2. SDG&E filed a June 9, 1997 response to the petition. 

3. OHS filed a July 8, 1997 reply to SDG&E's response. 

4. SDG&E filed a July 22, 1997 amended response to OHS's petition. 

5. DIIS seeks to include additional work activities in the program's formalized 

research activities. 

6. The progrim\ is precluded from using formalized research funds for 

administrative activities, and from using administrative funds (or formalized research 

activities. 
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7. Administrative activities include persolmcl, operation, science advisor support, 

peer review, quality assurance and quality control pane), indirect o\rerheard, and state 

reimbursement for out-of-state travel. 

8. The program manager is authorized to discontinue or expand formalized 

research activities as deemed necessary. 

9. The additional formalized research activities may be construed to be a 

combination of formalized research and administrative activities. 

10. There is no opposition to the classification of DHS's additional work activities as 

a component of formalized research. 

11. DBS does not envision that supplemental funding will be needed to accomplish 

the expanded formalized reSearch activities. 

12. DBS seeks authority to usc interest earned on program funds to complete its 

additional formalized research activities. 

13. Interest canted (rom the program was not expected to be a material amount. 

14. All program assessments ate projected to be collected OVer (our years while 

payments are projected to be made over seven years. 

15. There is no opposition to the commingling of interest earned on educational or 

administrative funds with the interest earned on research funds. 

16. The EMF order authorizes a maximum four-year program consisting of scpar.lte 

but coordinated educational, formalized research, and administration activities. 

17. The program manager's position was extended one year beyond the four-year 

program so that relevant research results may be brought to a dose. 

18. DBS seeks a ten-month extension so that it may complete the program by 

Dl'Cen\ber 31,2000. 

19. SDG&E objccts to the extension request. 

20. DBS considers the lime between the hiring o[ a fiscal manager on Mau"h I, 1994 

and the hiring o[ the Research Director on February 1, 1995, the last hired employee, to 

be start-up time not induded as a component of the [our-year research program time 

line. 
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21. Complelion of the final program report requires the assessment of uncompleted 

research results (rom other research programs, such as the National EMF-RAPID 

program, and from the progran\'s own prospective study of miscarriage. 

22. \Vc previously rejected a request {rom DHS to (und the program manager 

position two years beyond the conclusion of formalized research. 

23. If we accept DHS's contention that th-e hiring of personnel is a start-up cost, not 

part of the program, then t for consistency, we must also conclude that \ ... ·inding-down 

costs are not part of the program. 

24. Start-up c~sts not part of the four-year program cannot be reimbursable because 

{undhlg has not been provided for adivities outside of the coordinated program. 

25. The hiring of employees is an allowable personnel component of administrative 

activities which should have been coordinated with the educational and formalized 

research activities of the maximum (our-year program. 

26. The period for this program should have begun on December:2., 1993, the 

effective date of the order authorizing the program. 

27. Formalized research projects arc not scheduled to be completed until February 

1999. 

28. There is no assurance that nonprogram research results being relied on by DBS 

for assessment and inclusion in its final program report will be completed and available 

absent a subsequent extension of time. 

29. The program manager intends to usc the assistance of core staff, consullants and 

peer reviewers to evaluate, integr~\te, and disseminate research results to bring the 

program to a dose and to prepare a final reporl. 

30. Approval of the additional (cn months will extend the dose of this program to 

December 2000, approximately scven years subsequent to approval. 

Conclusions of Law 

1. OHS's additional work identified in this order should be dassified as (ormalized 

research. 
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2. DBS should be authorized to commingle interest earned on educational, 

administrative and (ormalized research funds (or its expanded fomlalized research 

activities. 

3. The program mar\Ctger should exercise discretion to ensure that the research 

projects are completed timely. 

4. The additional ten-month request should not be approved. A final report on the 

program should be issued by March 1,2000. 

5. The program nMttager should be able to utilize accumulated interest and 

unapplied (unds (ron\ (ormalized research and administrative aclivities to retain 

additional staff to assist in the preparation of a (ina) report. 

6. A ch~k on the activities of the financial program administrator should be made 

to determine whether it is appropriate to implen\ent coUe<:tion and payment controls at 

this time. 

ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. Decision (D.) 93-11-013 shCt)) be modified to the extent provided in the (ollowing 

Ordering Paragraphs. 

2. The additional formalized research activities discussed in the body of this order 

shall be classified as formalized research. 

3. Interest earned on program's educational, formalized research, and 

administrative funds may be used to lund the additionCt) formalized r~search activities 

approved in Ordering Paragraph 2. 

4. The Electric and Magnetic Fields program approved itl D.93-))-013 shall end no 

later than March 1, 1999. A final (eport on the program shall be submitted by the 

program manager to each Commissioner and to the Commission's Energy Division 

Director no Jater than March 1,2000. The program manager may usc accumulated and 

interest unapplied funds from the lom,alized research and administrative activities to 

retain stafl to assist in Ihe preparation of a final report. Any remCtining program (ul\ds 
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shall be refunded to the program participants based on their respecting financial 

contribution to the program. 

S. The Comnltssion's Energy Division shetn conduct a check on the activities of the 

iinetndal program administrator to determine whether it is appropriate to implement 

coHection and payment controls at this time. Upon a positive determination, the 

Energy Division should prepare a Resolution for the consideration of establishing 

appropriatepiocedures. Upon a negath~e finding. the Energy Division need not 

undertake any turther action. 

6. The EXe<utive Director shall scrve a copy of this order on the Commission's 

Energy Division. 

7. Investigation 91·01..()12 is dosed. 

This order is effective today. 

Dated Deccmber 3,1997, at San FrancisCO, California. 
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